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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 1/5
Item ID: 40838
EAN: 874933002659
Size: 315 x 430 x 160 mm
Weight: 890 g

Recommended price

799 SEK

Experience the perfect synthesis of function and style with the Everki Advance Laptop Backpack,
designed exclusively for the modern mobile professional. The Everki Advance seamlessly combines a
sleek professional look with the robust durability required for daily commuting, making it the
quintessential companion for carrying all of your essential gear.

Dedicated pockets for your 15.6-inch laptop and tablet devices
Ergonomic shoulder straps and well-padded back panel
Trolley handle pass-through for travel convenience
Quick-access and hidden stash pockets for additional security
High-contrast orange interior for easy organization

Dedicated Device Compartments
With the Everki Advance Laptop Backpack, you're equipped with tailored compartments for both your
15.6-inch laptop and tablet. The thoughtful design ensures your devices are secure, accessible, and
protected from the hustle and bustle of your day-to-day journey.

Travel-Friendly Design
Navigating through airports and rushing to gate connections just got easier. The convenient trolley
handle pass-through allows for effortless attachment to rolling luggage, making the Everki Advance an
impeccable travel companion that's ready to go the distance with you.

Comfortable and Ergonomic
Shoulder the load in comfort with ergonomically designed shoulder straps. This backpack's padded
back panel cushions your back, providing a breathable, supportive fit that stands up to your busy
lifestyle without breaking a sweat.

Smart Organization and Security
Stay organized and safeguard your valuable items with specially designed pockets. A quick-access
pocket ensures your essentials are within reach, while the hidden stash pocket offers a secure space
for your passport and credit cards. With these features, the Everki Advance is the smart, secure choice
for on-the-go professionals.

Vibrant Interior Contrast
Never leave a pocket unchecked or an accessory behind with our signature high-contrast orange lining.
This vibrant interior not only looks great but also serves a practical purpose, making it nearly impossible
to overlook an open compartment or forget an important gadget.

Package includes

Everki Advance Laptop Backpack 

Product specifications

Interior Capacity: 27 liters
Fits Devices up to: 39.62 cm (15.6-inch Laptop)
Dimensions: Length 315 mm x Width 160 mm x Height 430 mm
Weight: 890 grams
Warranty: Limited Lifetime Warranty
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